Concept Not for Seven Day’s Workshop on
“Enhancing Research Skill in Philosophy”

When we think about all living creatures in this World, we find that all
living creature use their Research Skill commonly for living but he does not know
about his research skill and methods. Inductive, Deductive, Analytic, Synthetic and
Comparative methods are such methods which are used by every living which have
consciousness. These methods are Philosophical general methods but they are used
in every field of research. That is why; in every subjects of research degree will be
awarded of Philosophy as ‘Doctor of Philosophy’ for Ph.D. But when we think
about Indian Philosophy, Western Philosophy, Social Philosophy etc. all the
branches of Philosophy have different research methods which are based on
Research Skill of Philosophers. Indian Philosophy have about eighteen research
methods and Western Philosophy have about twenty four methods including
contemporary western philosophy, Social Philosophy have about nine research
methods and Philosophy of Religion have about four research methods. Here it is
important to say that in any research have about eight methods of theses writing.
In this present time so many Research Scholar does not know about the
research methods then how can we improve their research skill that is our major
problems of this workshop. Students as well as teachers also are facing these
problems in research field. It is our duty to teach about research methods and
research skill so that every Research Scholar can do their research as quality
research. This is the main aim of this seven days workshop. We will try to teach
about all the research methods of philosophy in this workshop as well as try to
teach how we can establish research methods in the thinking of any philosophers.
Philosophy is a subject of critical investigation as well as gives a solution to
remove the sufferings and problems of a human being. Nowadays we are living in
the age of Science and Technology, so, our research skill must be according to
Science and Technology. Today we need to reconstruct our research skill in the
light of science and technology. Although in modern western philosophy Descarts,
Spinoza, Libnitz and ancient period Lord Buddha, Soctrats try to give us scientific
research skill and methods in Philosophy. Today we need to introduce the Library
skill and computer science skill because in every field of research we need Library
and computer. It is our duty to teach about Library skill as how can we search the
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research material from library and which are text references and which are first and
second references and how can use the Encyclopedia as well as Research Journal
as references. In any Research computer skill is very essential, in this skill we need
to search the research material on computer but our problems are, how can we find
the exact website and link which are appropriate according to our research and
which are valid information in Internet.
Today we need to develop such research skill so that we escape from
plagiarism. Plagiarism is such a problem which is not been creates a quality
research skill. It is our duty to stop the problems of plagiarism in Research field
because plagiarism is not any research methods or skill. Plagiarism is a crime in
any research but research scholar and teachers does not know about that. We need
to aware the research scholars to avoid the plagiarism.
When we think about research skill, there are some important point are
remember able in research skill. Firstly we must choose a new Idea of research
related to our subject as well as Idea may be Interdisciplinary. After that we should
collect the matters depend on our research. Then we should start to write research,
in the research all the material must be added clearly. When we collect the research
material from different sources we should make a Notes in a paper, then we write
and mention it in research. Nowadays so many ways are in practice to write a
research, generally we write the research in a common way that is we decide a
general topic for research work and collected the materials related to research
topic, and then we copy all the materials in our research in a running way in which
we do not pay attention on plagiarism. We try to write a research in any way
without any research methodology. It is not a good research, in such research we
do not care about references and ratio of references. Nowadays so many
researchers write their research with so many references but they do not show their
own critique and investigation. Such research may be a search not a research.
Giving the references only in the research is not a good research skill. So we
should pay attention own critique and investigation in a research. While choosing
and writing a research work we should remember that our research must on a new
topic as well as relevant to the human society and a Guide of a common man. So
many Researchers do not give their own opinion in research, it means they have
not a research mind and research skill. We will try to give such ideas and research
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methods in this workshop so that researchers enhance their research skill in the
research field. That will be objective of this workshop.
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